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Pourquoi continuer à lire?

Avec un appétit institutionnel 
mondial pour la dette privée 
restant toujours fort en 2017, 
la masse d’argent frais à la 
recherche de prêts directs 
aux entreprises n’a jamais 
été si élevée. 
Chaque semaine voit la publication d’un 
nouveau livre blanc conçu pour attirer de 
nouveaux investisseurs. La thèse post-crise 
financière soutenant cette opportunité a 
été on ne peut plus simple et intuitive, en 
particulier en Europe où le retrait bancaire et 
la contraction du marché des CLO ont été 
particulièrement marqués. 

Toutefois, cette grande simplicité cache une 
multitude de changements et de défis que 
les investisseurs doivent considérer avec 
soin en abordant cette catégorie d’actifs. 
On nous demande souvent: « Est-ce un bon 
moment pour investir? » Bien que la réponse 
soit encore « oui », une compréhension en 
profondeur de ce qu’il y a « sous le capot » 
est la clé d’une mise en œuvre réussie.

Ce que nous appelons « senior » est 
semble-t-il devenu plus risqué au cours 
des quatre dernières années. Cela est 
notamment dû à la compression des marges, 
en particulier dans les entreprises moyennes 
supérieures (>75 millions de dollars 
d’EBITDA).  Les ratios de levier (dette nette 
sur EBITDA) sur les prêts directs seniors ont 
augmenté alors que les gérants s’efforcent 
de maintenir leurs objectifs de taux de 
rentabilité interne dans un contexte d’érosion 
des conditions pour les prêteurs (page 10). 
Néanmoins, le facteur le plus significatif 
pourrait être la composition changeante des 
fonds de dette senior. 

Par exemple, bien qu’il y ait eu un 
léger changement de style de la dette 
subordonnée vers le segment senior à 
l’intérieur de ces véhicules, la partie senior 
est de plus en plus dominée par l’unitranche 
aux dépens du prêt senior sécurisé 
traditionnel. De plus, les prêts unitranche – 
qui peuvent prendre de nombreuses formes 
– semblent s’éloigner de leur structure 
simple d’origine avec des prêteurs prenant 
davantage de risque en capital et des 
multiples plus élevés (page 7).

Tandis que certaines institutions élargissent 
leur spectre d’investissement pour maintenir 
les revenus dans le contexte actuel, une 
étude récente de bfinance révèle un appétit 
grandissant parmi les fonds de pension 
et les assureurs pour des fonds de dette 
senior plus purs. De nombreux produits 
existants se montrent trop risqués à leur 
goût (page 15). Nous encouragerions ces 
investisseurs à se concentrer autant, si ce 
n’est plus, sur la nature de la dette senior 
que sur la proportion investie dans la dette 
subordonnée. 

Une autre tendance à souligner dans 
l’appétit des investisseurs ressort clairement 
de nos missions de sélection des gérants. 
Les institutionnels européens sont de plus 
en plus enclins à investir dans la dette 
privée américaine (page 16). Beaucoup 
d’entre eux étaient jusqu’à présent restés à 
l’écart de ce marché très différent en raison 
de l’effet de levier plus important au niveau 
des fonds, des taxes défavorables et des 
coûts induits par la couverture de change. 

Cet article est en anglais, seule l’introduction 
est en français. Pour information ou traduction 
supplémentaire, veuillez vous adresser à: 
Olivier Jesequel (ojesequel@bfinance.com, 
Paris); Brian Cyr (bcyr@bfinance.com, Montréal). 

Dans les récentes opérations de recherche & sélection menées par bfinance, près de 30% des fonds de dette 
senior représentent le premier fonds de ce type pour le gérant, illustrant ainsi la vitesse avec laquelle l’univers évolue. 

Selon Preqin, les fonds de dette privée de type fermé représentent 73,8 milliards de dollars en 2016, loin des 
95,1 milliards de dollars de 2015. Les fonds de « prêt direct » ont également levé moins d’argent, à hauteur de 43 
milliards de dollars contre 54 milliards de dollars en 2015. Néanmoins, le niveau d’argent frais à la recherche de 
nouveaux deals a atteint un nouveau record à plus de 220 milliards de dollars. 

Au total, bfinance a travaillé sur des mandats de dettes privés d’une valeur de plus de 1,25 milliard de 
dollars au cours de l’année 2016, dont 960 millions concernaient de la dette corporate. Ce volume représente une 
augmentation de bien plus de 100 % par rapport à 2015.

Latest News
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Part One: 
Is now a good time to invest in private debt?

The story behind the 
expanding direct lending 
opportunity, particularly in 
Europe, has become an 
industry leitmotif. 
The financial crisis of 2008 and ensuing 
tighter regulation combined to produce a 
reduction in bank lending to companies 
across European markets as well as a 
significant drop in CLO issuance. The result 
was a severe decline in credit availability. 
Meanwhile, modest economic recovery and 
rising M&A volumes subsequently boosted 
borrower demand. The result: private debt 
managers gained market share relative to 
banks in Europe and the provider universe, 
discussed in detail later in this paper, 
continues to evolve and expand. 

For investors, the asset allocation rationale 
proved highly effective during an era 
when public fixed income yields have 
remained historically low and private equity 
allocations - the other major source of new 
institutional private debt commitments - 
have been hard to fill.

Yet the current climate is more nuanced. 
This is not 2012. While 2016 private debt 
fundraising was lower than the previous 
year (see page 12), the volume of dry 
powder sitting in these funds ($223bn as 
of June 2016) reached a record high (Figure 
1). In 2017 the risk/reward equation, while 
still highly attractive in relative terms, is 
somewhat less favourable than it was 
four years ago. 

Figure 1: Dry powder (uninvested capital) in private debt funds ($bn) 

Source: Preqin   |   ‘Direct lending funds’ make up over a third of Preqin’s private debt universe; further data can be found on page 12.
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Jargon buster: 
Leveraged Loan 
vs Direct Lending

“Leveraged Loan” (LL): larger bank-
syndicated loans; more liquid and lower-
yielding. Default rates 3-4% in 2016. 
Market size (according to CS): $1014bn 
in US, €170bn in Europe at April 2016.

“Direct Lending” (DL): loans made 
directly to borrower by a sole lender 
or group (club deal); more illiquid, 
higher yielding and (usually) smaller. 
Default rates <2% in 2016. Market size 
(estimates vary): $350-500bn in the US, 
$90-120bn in Europe in 2016.

Both are good examples of the 
terminology mess in this sector. While 
all loans are essentially direct, the term 
DL implies less dependency on external 
factors such as liquidity experienced by 
syndication desks. LLs and DL are both 
used to enhance the purchasing power 
of private equity houses (“leverage”); DL 
actually tends to involve higher debt/
EBITDA ratios. Direct lenders also apply 
leverage to cashflows so DL is often 
termed “leveraged lending”. So-called 
“direct lending funds” (as defined by 
Preqin et al) cover both; this paper 
does the same.
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Recent bfinance manager 
analysis suggests that the 
bulk of European private debt 
managers do still “expect” 
IRRs in excess of 8% in 
(unlevered) “senior” funds. 
Increasingly, however, portfolios with large 
proportions of traditional senior secured 
loans cannot drive such expectations. Core 
senior (non-unitranche) debt in Europe now 
produces returns of 5-6% with average 
cash yields at around or slightly below 4%, 
as illustrated in Figure 2. This signifies a 
noticeable spread compression since 2012.

In practice, manager research during the 
past few months reveals that the vast 
majority of “senior” funds available to 
investors now include 30-80% unitranche 
and 15-30% subordinated loans, with 
unitranche becoming particularly dominant. 
This also represents a marked shift since 
the 2011-12 period.

Part Two of this paper (New manager 
selection challenges) will discuss the topics 
of fund composition, returns and fees in 
greater detail.

Spread compression is somewhat more 
evident in the upper-mid market with firms 
chasing deals in the >$75 million EBITDA 
space, which is partly why many managers 
currently emphasise their “mid-market” 
(<$75 million) credentials. Brexit produced 
a tightening in bank credit, which was 
beneficial to the private debt sector in 

terms of spreads as well as opportunities, 
but that effect appears to have been 
temporary.

Figure 2: Yields, IRR and management fees in Europe
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Unitranche evolution: why does it matter?

“Unitranche loans, which increasingly dominate European private debt funds and also 
play a key role in the US market, were only invented a decade ago. GE and Allied Capital 
(later Ares) teamed up to offer a single-tranche of lending where the first-out position was 
provided by GE and the second-out by Allied. The borrower received one set of pricing 
and one loan agreement: for them it was more expensive but simpler and, importantly, 
enabled greater leverage.

“The power of this new structure became evident during the credit crisis, when it became 
harder for US banks – who would usually pass on the mezzanine slice and perhaps a 
portion of the senior debt to other lenders – to syndicate loans.

“Within ten years, unitranche has gone from novel concept to instrument of choice 
(Figure 3). For managers, the unitranche has provided a way of boosting returns without 
adding further to the proportion of subordinated debt in portfolios, since it is technically 
first-lien. For many banks, unitranche has been the source of new lending partnerships 
with asset managers.

“Investors, however, should keep a careful eye on the structures and terms underpinning 
these loans. While more than 80% of the unitranche debt in the senior portfolios we’ve 
analysed during the past six months represents a simple term-loan or term-loan-plus-
revolver structure, a range of increasingly complex models have emerged, effectively 
replicating a variety of conventional financing options such as incorporating second-lien 
or even mezzanine. These are shared among multiple parties via an Agreement Among 
Lenders (AAL) - formerly simple five-page documents, now frequently far longer.

Niels Bodenheim 
Director – Private Markets
bfinance

Figure 3: European direct lending (Oct ’15 – Sep ’16)

Source: Deloitte Alternative Capital Solutions
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Figure 4: Unitranche financing structures

“We’re seeing lenders introducing a component of PIK (Payment in Kind) relative to 
cashpay in unitranche, enhancing returns but creating a more back-ended structure 
(deeper J-curve). This increases duration risk on what are usually 7- or 8-year loans in 
Europe and 5- or 6- years in the US. We’re also seeing more cases where the unitranche 
is going deeper into the capital stack, which can be a source of concern for a loan 
classified as senior debt. Cash flow debt multiples are now at the upper end of 
historical levels, with figures of 6x or higher deserving particular scrutiny.

“If there is a significant revolver (revolving credit facility) being provided by a party other 
than the manager then that provider, usually a bank, should be seen to represent the true 
first-out (or super-senior) position. More broadly, those holding first-out positions within 
unitranche deals are not necessarily treated as advantageously as traditional first-lien 
lenders in the event of default and workout. It is additionally unclear that all AALs would 
carry the same force in courts as standard intercreditor agreements, although signs have 
so far been positive.

“Most importantly, although we have seen some restructuring of unitranche deals, we 
have not yet seen how they fare through a full credit cycle. That being said, today’s 
higher purchase price multiples (and lower Loan-to-Value ratios) do build in a higher 
proportion of equity in deals, providing something of a safety net for lenders.”
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Figure 5: Dry powder in mid-market buyout funds (USD billion)

Source: Preqin

Today, practitioners take 
pains to argue that the 
growing pile of dry powder 
targeting direct lending 
opportunities won’t impact 
dealflow or harm prospective 
returns...for them, at least. 
It is worth rattling through some of the 
points that managers have recently offered 
in favour of continuing expansion. 

1: Overall corporate lending is still lower 
than it was prior to the financial crisis.
This analysis holds from several different 
perspectives including new-issue 
leveraged loan volume (S&P), estimates 
on outstanding corporate loan amounts 
(ECB) and more. The “mega deals” 
that characterised 2006-7 are also still 
something of a rarity today.

2: Additional regulations could drive 
a continuing growth in managers’ 
market share.
These include: Basel III and its more 
stringent capital requirements for banks, 
for which the compliance date is 2019; 
new US Federal Reserve Loan Guidelines 
that make banks less likely to refinance 
the $180bn-240bn of existing loan 
structures at >6x leverage; new guidelines 
for US CLO managers, similar to the 
European retention rules that have reduced 
European CLO issuance.
 
That being said, banks have pressed to 
regain market share. They’ve explored 

more bespoke and creative models, 
including a recent spate of manager/bank 
unitranche financing partnerships where 
the bank may issue a revolving credit 
facility and/or hold a portion of the debt, 
such as SMBC/Park Square and Ares/
Varagon. Bank syndication is also in a very 
healthy state relative to 2008, when the 
liquidity crunch made it harder for banks 
to offload debt (especially mezzanine) 
to other lenders, and is the source of 
much manager dealflow. The relationship 
between banks and alternative lenders is 
more often symbiotic than competitive.
 
Several commentators have suggested that 
we may see a reorienting of the competitive 
position of banks under President Trump. 
In our view, any such developments are 
likely to have a minimal effect: banks have 
continued to be highly active in corporate 
lending in one form or other throughout the 
past decade and will remain so.

3: Private equity firms are holding 
large volumes of dry powder.
This capital (Figure 5) will need to be 
deployed, supporting strong levels of LBO/
M&A activity and thus driving sustained 
high demand for sponsored loans. That 
being said, multiple managers express 
concerns that the number of refinancings 
and dividend recaps will decline, offsetting 
the healthier M&A-related sector. For 
reference, M&A-related transactions make 
up 51% of leveraged loans in the US and 
57% in Europe, according to S&P.
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Figure 6: Sponsored versus sponsor-less transactions in Europe (Deloitte Deal Tracker) 

Source: Deloitte Alternative Capital Solutions
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4: There is room for growth in the 
“less crowded” sponsor-less sector
There has been a great deal of buzz  
around the trend towards sponsor-less 
lending. This is seen as being significantly 
less crowded, since only a very small 
fraction of mid-market companies 
are private equity-owned (<5%) while 
sponsored loans make up the majority 
of direct lending activity. The movement 
has been more evident in the US, where 
sponsor-less deals now represent 
roughly 40% of the total. In Europe, 
those proportions (shown in Figure 6) are 
considerably lower and the trend is not 
perhaps as conclusive as the arrow on this 
particular diagram would suggest.
 
Sponsor-less loans are frequently, 
and simplistically, described as being 
somewhat more risky than sponsored 
deals. After all, the sponsor screens 
companies, performs due diligence, 
provides corporate governance and often 
holds a relevant capital buffer to assist with 
troubled periods. We find no conclusive 
evidence of a higher default rate for 
sponsor-less direct lending overall. Indeed, 
managers that are well-placed to find 
and research recipient companies directly 
rather than relying on sponsor channels 
may be more resilient to the challenges of 
sourcing in an increasingly crowded space. 
In addition, sponsor-less loans typically 
feature lower leverage and higher spreads.

Jargon buster: 
Sponsored vs. Sponsor-less

“Sponsor”: the company (usually 
private equity) that owns the firm 
which receives a (“sponsored”) loan. 
Conversely, a “sponsor-less” loan 
involves lending to a company that 
does not have a sponsor.
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Despite reasons for optimism, 
the risk picture is concerning. 
Default rates have remained 
low, ranging between 1% 
and 4%. However, leverage 
on senior debt has increased 
and deal terms have eroded. 
Debt/EBITDA ratios on first lien debt 
have increased, on average. In European 
leveraged loans, Standard & Poor’s 
estimates that first lien leverage figures 
rose from 3.5x in 2012 to 4.4x in 2016. 
Meanwhile, we have seen leverage on 
unitranche loans in private debt manager 
portfolios creeping up to the higher end 
of historical averages. Indeed, the ability 
to use more leverage has proven to be 
one of the key attractions of unitranche 
- alongside speed and certainty of 
completion - from the perspective of 
borrowers and sponsors. 

The story around leverage appears to 
vary greatly among different private debt 
managers’ portfolios. There are firms 
still sourcing senior loans with above-
average yields at <4x leverage, due to their 
particular strategies. In addition, higher 
leverage does not necessarily translate 
into greater risk. Rising equity markets and 
higher purchase price multiples for private 
equity firms have meant that there tends to 
be a greater proportion of equity backing 
the deals (lower LTV), which puts lenders in 
a stronger position. 

Figure 7 shows how the average leverage 
on European buyouts - the source of 
a significant proportion of private debt 
dealflow - has changed over time. 
Interestingly, leverage on first lien has 
increased during the past three years 
while figures for subordinated debt have 
declined. This interesting squeeze may in 
part be driven by the unitranche trend and 
helps to explain why an increasing number 
of traditionally mezzanine-oriented lenders 
have drifted towards the senior space over 
the past five years.

Meanwhile, terms of loan agreements 
appear to have shifted somewhat in favour 
of borrowers at the expense of lenders. The 
practice of using fewer covenants (“cov-
lite”) has crossed from the US Leveraged 
Loan space into the broader global private 
debt market. S&P data indicates that the 
average number of covenants per loan 
in the European Leveraged Loan sector 
has fallen from 3.6 in 2012 to 1.2 in 2016. 
Global private equity firms, keen to reduce 
legal costs and complexity, have also 
imported the practice to Direct Lending in 
both European and US markets, although 
to a more limited degree. Although there 
is remarkably little consensus among 
private debt managers on this point, 
bfinance analysis supports the notion 
that the average number of covenants in 
senior corporate private debt funds has 
decreased since 2012.

Cov-lite structures may, in theory, hold 
the potential for increased credit risk. Yet 
this is not necessarily the case. While 
the lender might be less likely to know 
about the deterioration of the borrower’s 
circumstances with fewer covenants 
being tripped along the way, we frequently 
observe cov-lite approaches going hand 
in hand with an increase in other types of 
oversight, such as a seat on the board. In 
addition, as one manager recently told us, 
some covenants matter more than others: 
“the leverage covenant is always the first 
one to trip, so as long as we have that one 
we have less need for the rest.” Again, 
individual manager analysis is key.

Figure 7: Pro forma debt/EBITDA ratios of European buyouts

Source: LCD, a unit of S&P Global Market Intelligence.
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It is said often - and correctly 
- that many of the private 
debt managers operating 
today have not been tested 
over a full credit cycle. 
Most of the themes and issues raised 
in Part One such as sourcing, leverage, 
covenants and structures involve a great 
deal of manager variability. All are, therefore, 
important components of analysis and due 
diligence. This section, however, focuses 
on four primary themes that are of 
particular relevance today based on 
recent bfinance engagements. These are:

•	New	entrants	and	the	evolution	of	the 
 asset manager universe;
•	Demand	for	“purer”	senior	debt	strategies;
•	European	appetite	for	US	investment	and 
 the obstacles to effective implementation;
•	The	trend	towards	lower	headline	fees,	 
 although structures must be analysed 
 with care.

The analysis presented in this section 
draws on insights from bfinance corporate 
private debt (“direct lending”) searches 
conducted in 2016-17, particularly in the 
two most recent quarters.

In total, bfinance worked on private debt 
mandates worth over $1.25 billion in 
calendar year 2016, of which nearly $930 
million comprised corporate lending. This 
volume represents an increase of well over 
100% versus 2015.

Part Two: 
New manager selection challenges

Source: bfinance

Figure 9: Original source of private debt allocation, from bfinance private debt clients in 2016
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Figure 8: Asset allocation information from bfinance private debt clients in 2016

Source: bfinance. “Direct lending” refers to corporate private debt funds; “private debt” is defined broadly 
(inc. real estate debt, distressed lending etc). Average refers to mean.
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The composition of the 
private debt manager roster 
has changed significantly 
since 2007 and new entrants 
continue to emerge.  
The most recent bfinance searches in 
for senior private corporate debt funds 
(Europe, US and Global) reveal that 
27% of the available pooled vehicles 
represented the manager’s first ever 
senior fund. In several cases these are 
firms that have previously managed 
non-senior funds; there has certainly 
been a drift in that direction within the 

marketplace. In other cases, these are 
entirely new entrants in the private 
debt arena. 

The changing composition of the roster 
adds complexity to a marketplace already 
characterised by fluctuating availability 
due to the closed-ended nature of most 
vehicles. This makes up-to-date provider 
analysis particularly crucial. It also affects 
the way in which managers should be 
assessed, such as a focus on personal 
rather than institutional track record.

Figure 10: Proportion of first-time senior debt funds in recent searches 

Source: bfinance, data drawn from five senior debt searches Nov 2016 - Feb 2017
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Figure 11: Private debt fundraising at a glance (by type and geography)

Source: Preqin, Dec 2016. Closed-ended funds only.
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The majority of incoming players, 
including ones that have not yet been 
announced, sit in private equity firms. 
Meanwhile, bank-owned private debt 
managers have become rarer. Such shifts 
can be viewed in the context of recent 
industry fundamentals. Private equity 
businesses struggling to deploy equity 
capital spotted opportunities to play 
on both sides of the fence. Traditional 
asset management firms suffering from 
rock-bottom yields in mainstream fixed 
income found, in private debt, a logical 
complement to the existing business.

Alongside this proliferation there has 
also been a considerable amount of 
consolidation, with multiple independent 
shops being picked up by larger firms. As 
well as asset managers, purchasers have 
included ‘asset owners,’ exemplified by 
the very recent acquisition of a majority 
stake in Hayfin by the British Columbia 
Investment Management Co. 

No ownership model is necessarily 
superior to another. Yet there are specific 
issues of which investors should be 
mindful. For instance, while PE-owned 
lenders can benefit from access to a 
deep network, they can occasionally face 
conflicts of interest with the private equity 

side of the business. Traditional asset 
managers may leverage the resources 
and expertise of a broader platform, but 
could suffer from a philosophy of asset-
gathering and a lack of incentives for 
what can be a low-margin business line. 
Independent platforms may face resource 
constraints which affect legal matters, 
loan servicing, risk management 
and governance.

Independent
Private equity
Bank
Asset manager

Figure 12: Approximate distribution of private debt managers by ownership model

Source: bfinance

US EUROPE
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Europe vs. US: how do managers generate their returns?

“As a group, US senior debt funds tend to produce higher returns than their European 
counterparts, in large part due to the additional leverage they use at the fund level (1 - 2.5x 
on senior debt, compared with zero or occasionally 1x in Europe). Those levered funds tend 
to come with a heftier price tag and, for a European investor looking at the US, the premium 
tends to be offset by currency hedging costs. It’s also worth noting that the majority of 
European institutional clients are not prepared to tolerate this degree of leverage. 

“Aside from leverage, there are many other differences in the way that European and US 
managers generate their income and overall IRR. Many of them are worth considering 
carefully when analysing underlying portfolios and strategies.

“European mezzanine loans have historically tended to involve more PIK (Payment 
in Kind) and less cash-pay than their US equivalents (50% PIK 50% cash-pay would 
be reasonably standard in Europe). This essentially deepens the J-curve: it increases 
overall returns at the end of the loan if the PIK is fully delivered, with lower income in the 
meantime. While this introduces additional risk, it’s important to remember that European 
mezzanine loans are also more likely to be secured. To some extent we are also seeing 
increased usage of PIK in European unitranche, as noted on page 7. 

“Another key difference in the return profile is the contribution of origination fees, 
which make up a greater portion of overall yield for European managers than US peers. 
Origination fees are roughly 2.5 - 4% in Europe, versus 1 - 2% in the US, and are split 
in different ways. This subject becomes even more complex when European LPs invest 
in US private debt, which has to take place through an offshore vehicle (see page 16). 
Managers engaging in so-called season-and-sell (where on-shore lenders sell loans to 
off-shore vehicles and must do so at “fair value”) take varying approaches to origination 
fees in order to keep the loans attractive.

“In addition, the origination channels in the US are more controlled by fewer parties 
since the bank or manager who arranges the loan also determines the other parties 
that will be involved in the loan (‘friends and family’), whereas in Europe the sponsor is 
more likely to make that selection. In addition, the majority of direct lending transactions 
in Europe involve only one lender (86% according to Deloitte), who not only retains the 
origination fee but puts together the covenant and holds more influence in the event of 
workout, increasing the likelihood of recovering money. 

“The process of workout and bankruptcy also differs considerably between the US 
and various different parts of Europe. In the US the process is driven by Chapter 11 
proceedings, with an automatic tendency to head straight to bankruptcy court. In the 
UK and Northern Europe, workouts tend to be more consensual and amicable. The 
Mediterranean countries are a different story, giving rise to the European axiom that beer-
drinking countries are more favourable for lenders than wine-drinking ones.”

Dharmy Rai 
Associate – Private 
Markets, bfinance
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There has been significant 
investor appetite for senior 
private debt funds with a 
more conservative profile 
than the bulk of what’s 
currently on offer. 
While plenty of asset owners (and 
managers) are hungry to reach for yield in 
today’s compressed market, a significant 
portion of allocators are finding the 
current roster of senior private debt funds 
somewhat too risk-seeking for their needs. 
A more solid low-risk profile with a decent 
but not dramatic premium over public fixed 
income may make particular sense for 
investors whose private debt replaces part 
of the corporate bond allocation rather 
than a portion of the private equity or 
growth portfolio.

Permitted proportions of subordinated debt 
(Figure 13) regularly prove too high for this 
more conservative group of investors. The 
European universe - unlike the US - does 
feature a large minority of senior funds that 
do not permit any subordinated lending 
(31% by this analysis). Indeed, there have 
been several new launches in that group 
during 2016, such as BlueBay’s new 
senior-only product. Other providers have 
become increasingly happy to make senior 
“sleeves” available although this approach 
can cause concerns in terms of alignment 
due to allocation and deployment alongside 
a main fund. 

It is useful to pay attention to both size and 
composition of this subordinated portion, 
which may include second lien, mezzanine 
and even equity. However, as Part One 
illustrated, the changing composition, risk 
profile and structures of the senior loans 
- including the move towards unitranche 
- are perhaps more significant. Manager 
strategies should be viewed in the round: 
an “all-senior” portfolio with 80% unitranche 
is of course not inherently less risky than a 
portfolio with a slice of mezzanine alongside 
core senior secured lending.

There are some fundamental obstacles to 
broader product development at the more 
conservative end of the direct lending 
spectrum, one of which involves incentive 
structures. Traditional fee models can be 
hard to justify below the 8% IRR mark.

Figure 13: Subordinated debt caps in senior private debt funds, based on bfinance searches Nov ‘16 - Feb ‘17

20%

Proportion of funds

0% 40% 60% 80% 100%

US only

All managers

Europe only 0% subordinated
31% 19% 35% 15%0%
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19% 8% 21% 25% 27%
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Separately, we have seen 
greater interest among 
European pension funds 
and insurers for U.S. private 
debt investments, either 
in separate mandates or 
“global” allocations.
Many European investors have historically 
steered clear of this very different market 
due to the greater leverage at fund level, 
unfavourable taxes and currency hedging 
costs involved. Indeed, the majority of 
European investors are still highly unwilling 
to tolerate gearing (or “leverage on 
leverage,” as it is sometimes described). 
Yet willingness to consider different types 
of risk, greater experience in the asset class 
and views on the current opportunity set 
have all contributed to changing demands.
 
At the same time, an increasing number of 
US managers are looking to diversify their 
investor base and approach the European 
market opportunistically. Some have 
developed strategies that accommodate 
locally based fund vehicles. Some have 
introduced new fund structures without 
leverage, to suit European investors’ tastes 
in this regard. Some have begun placing 

more emphasis on ESG, which tends to 
be more critical for European audiences 
(see ESG Under Scrutiny: Lessons from 
Manager Selection at bfinance.com/
publications).
 
Despite these initiatives and new launches 
throughout the past two years, the 
opportunities for European investors to 
access US or global private debt remain 
limited, diverse and complex. Firms employ 
a wide range of different structures and 
wrappers which are not straightforward 
to compare. In part these challenges 
stem from the US tax treatment of foreign 
investors, which makes straightforward 
investment in a conventional Delaware 
fund structure unfeasible. 
 
It might be illustrative to consider the 
wide range of options available to just 
one investor that conducted a private 
debt manager selection exercise last 
month. This UK pension fund was open 
to geographically diverse offerings and, 
additionally, happy to consider leverage. 
Among the managers that passed the 
initial screening process for this search, 
the following models were presented. In 
several cases the manager was offering a 
theoretical solution that they had not yet 
implemented for any existing client.

Figure 14: Range of models available to one UK client in February 2017

US managers

Irish investment
vehicles

Cayman
structures

Still need to develop
offshore vehicle

Global managers

Luxembourg
structures

Cayman
structures

European managers
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Private debt manager fees 
have come down noticeably 
in both Europe and the US, 
although leakage can still 
be significant and should be 
handled with care. 
Fee structures and administrative charges 
are of paramount importance in an asset 
class where up to 25% of gross returns 
can potentially be swallowed up by costs. 
Yet before considering fee numbers, it is 
necessary to understand fee structures. 
Ultimately, considerations such as where 
the hurdle rate is set and whether the 
manager uses a catch-up structure can 

have far more influence on take-home 
figures than whether the carry percentage is 
10 or 15 percent. 

While the majority of investors prefer a 
carry-only structure, as illustrated in Figure 
15, the catch-up model is still predominant 
with more than 90% of senior private debt 
funds taking this approach. That being said 
the hurdle rates in carry-only models tend 
to be significantly lower (around the 4% 
mark rather than the 5 or 6% commonly 
seen with catch-up), giving the manager 
the opportunity to participate in returns 
from an earlier stage. This lower hurdle 
can significantly increase fee leakage. 

Figure 2 (page 5) provided a high-level 
snapshot of management fees across 
senior, unitranche, mezzanine and junior 
debt, based on bfinance manager research. 
Here, Figures 16 and 17 provide more 
granular detail on management fees, carry 
percentages and hurdle rates, including 
some differentiation between European and 
US managers. 

It is important to note that these figures 
represent initial manager quotes and do 
not indicate eventual negotiated fees. 
In practice, while there is rather little 
negotiating legroom on carry and usually 
none at all on hurdle rates (which are 
subject to ‘most favoured nation’ clauses), 
there is considerably more flexibility 
on management fees and substantial 
discounts have been gained there. 

Figure 15: Distribution waterfall

Carry: After catch-up, manager is entitled
to percentage [10-15%] of profits

Catch-up: Manager entitled 90-100% of post-hurdle
profits until manager’s “catch” [10-15% of entire
returns] is reached. Example: manager takes all
profit between 5% and 5.5% mark.

Hurdle: returns up to hurdle rate
(e.g. 5%) go to LPs

Capital returned to investors

Quarterly distribution: income and gains
minus management fees and expenses

Carry and Catch-up (>90% of managers)

Carry: After hurdle, manager is entitled to
percentage [10-15%] of profits

Hurdle: returns up to hurdle rate go to LPs

Capital returned to investors

Quarterly distribution: income and gains
minus management fees and expenses

Carry only (<10% of managers)
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These numbers, even before negotiation, 
represent a notable reduction on what 
was widely available in 2012, particularly 
in management fees. In addition, it is now 
standard practice to charge management 
fees only on invested capital rather than 
committed totals. We are also seeing an 
increasing number of US managers willing 
to charge carry on overall fund performance 
rather than on a deal basis. All are positive 
trends from an investor perspective.

In general, more liquid strategies including 
a greater portion of leveraged loans tend 
to involve lower fees - and lower return 
expectations - than those dominated by 
more illiquid direct lending.

It should also be expected that the hurdle 
rates are higher for those targeting higher 
returns and vice versa. In reality, however, 
a substantial minority of managers set 
hurdle rates that are not appropriate to their 
expected IRR. This has a major impact on 
net returns and, since hurdle rates tend 
to be non-negotiable, strong pressure on 
management fees and carry are particularly 
important in such cases. 

While administrative costs tend to clock 
up an average additional 20-30 basis points 
for pooled funds and more for separate 
accounts, there is immense variability in 
these figures. We do encounter examples 
where managers present what appear to 
be extremely competitive management 
fees, only to find 40-50bps of administrative 
charges offsetting that advantage. On 
occasion, unusual and even egregious 
costs can stay buried until a relatively late 
stage, such as 100bps in “set-up charges” 
in year one. Due diligence on any relevant 
costs (registration fees, audit fees et al) 
can be critical.

Source: bfinance, relevant manager searches November 2016 - February 2017.

Figure 16: Average (median) senior debt fund manager fees, by geography

Mgt fee Carry Hurdle Catch-up

Europe only 1.0% 10% 5% 100%

US only 1.3% 15% 6% 100%

All 1.0% 15% 6% 100%

Figure 17: Senior debt fund manager fees (ranges and averages)

Mgt fee Carry Hurdle Catch-up

Max 2.0% 20.0% 9.0% 100.0%

Median 1.0% 15.0% 6.0% 100.0%

Mean 1.1% 13.3% 5.8% 73.5%

Min 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Recent bfinance manager analysis suggests that the bulk of European private debt managers still “expect” 
IRRs in excess of 8% in (unlevered) “senior” funds. Yet, increasingly, portfolios with large proportions of 
traditional (non-unitranche) senior secured loans cannot drive such expectations. Manager research reveals 
that the vast majority of “senior” funds available to investors now include 30-80% unitranche and 15-30% 
subordinated loans.

There has been significant investor appetite for senior private debt funds with a more conservative profile than 
the bulk of what’s currently on offer. More than half of available products have subordinated debt limits that 
are higher than 20 percent. In 2016-17 the industry has responded to appetite (and availability) with senior-only 
fund launches. However, the increasing risk within senior debt will prove more critical from a risk perspective. 
Considerable performance dispersion is expected, particularly through the end of the current credit cycle.

Management fees of 1% plus carry of 15% appear to be the current industry norm for unlevered senior debt 
funds, with averages noticeably higher in the US than Europe. There is considerable flexibility for negotiating the 
management fee further downwards if investors come in with sizeable commitments. Yet hurdle rates, catch-ups 
and administrative charges prove critical to overall leakage and should be handled with care.
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